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This Retrospective Exhibition traces Troy’s work
through six decades and includes examples from
gas-fired reduction and salt kilns as well as wood
fired kilns, including Pennsylvania’s first anagamastyle kiln built at Juniata College in 1978. Over the
past year Troy has assembled these pieces owned
mostly by local friends and patrons who have
collected his work since it was first exhibited in
the late 1960’s. He is grateful for their willingness
to loan the approximately 40 pieces in addition
to nearly that many from his own collection. In
addition to archival pieces, the exhibition includes
pottery made during the past two years.

Porcelain Bottle
with Two Dragonfly Eyes, 2022

J

ack Troy and his family moved to Huntington,
Pennsylvania in 1967, when he directed Juniata
College’s freshman composition program and
taught courses in American and British literature
and writing. Introduced to the potter’s wheel while
teaching high school English near Swarthmore,
PA, in 1961, he began making pottery in the
cellar of a rented farmhouse in Big Valley, and
subsequently taught beginning ceramics classes in
the basement of Shoemaker Galleries on Juniata’s
campus in 1968, eventually moving the studio to
the former Reynolds Hardware and Construction
Company at the corner of Cold Springs Road and
College Avenue in 1972, when he left the English
Department and began teaching ceramics part time
until 2006, when he stopped teaching at Juniata,
and became “un-retired.” He continues teaching
workshops, including two this past summer at
Washington Street Pottery School, Harpers Ferry,
WVA and Castle Hill Center for the Arts in Truro,
Cape Cod, MA. To date he has taught more than
250 workshops for potters worldwide. He and his
partner, Carolanne Currier, recently judged the
40th Strictly Functional Pottery National ceramics
exhibition currently on display at the Lancaster
Museum of Art.

Jack Troy with a replica of a salt-glazed pitcher made for
the Renwick Gallery, 1974. Collection of Louise Heberling

Salt-fired Stoneware Vase, 1973

Porcelain Cylindrical Vase, 2022

The Wind in the Jug
(For the Abolitionist Potters of Chester County, Pennsylvania)
Bluebird potters, they called you,
your kiln-smoke grafting winter on to spring.
You had the power to call birds north
with a gallon crock rung by your knuckle,
toning the fire-birthed heat to the breeze,
that clear note drifting south
below the Mason-Dixon Line.
Your county’s hills enclose me here
the way that sleepers’ knees push up green quilts.
In this fieldstone cellar, open to March’s sky,
I find your stoneware jug, tamped in a niche
one hundred fifty years ago.
Blue-gray clay hide restrains the
bulbous dark inside.
I sniff the vinegared past, tip to my ear this conch,
this echo-holder, stamped by a whorl
at the handle’s base.
I read you by your thumbprint, potter.
Mahlon Brosius, John Vickers, I hear you in there.
My breath across the jug-mouth rumbles.
Sound spills from this clay chrysalis
like that of distant tumbrels, or your wagons,
mounded high with straw-packed mugs
and porringers.

Slaves, runaways, were the heart of your cargo.
Scheming their freedom, you trundled them north,
Quaker to Quaker, binding the law’s weak wrists
with your compassion.
Within these walls, I’m centered,
like a man who wakes up in a bowl.
This stony jug’s the gift of time, and flesh, and fire.
Its hand-fixed form now shapes the wind
these bluebirds ride and liven with their song.
Hold back, here, jug, the earth from closing down.
Jack Troy

Salt-fired Jug, circa 1975
Collection of Linda Spyker

“Metaphor: Pottery is a byproduct
of the self a potter creates.”
This aptly titled sculpture made by Troy in 1971
offers a key to viewing this collection of pottery
made over the course of six decades.
Modeled with a child-like confidence the sculpture
depicts a potter seated at a kick wheel, and turning
upon the wheel head is a smaller potter at work,
complete with dapper hat. In turn this small
figure forms a pot from the clay he is given. A
simple image, yet rich with meaning.
In this exhibition we see Jack Troy coming back
to his spinning wheel year after year. Sometimes
searching inwardly, and sometimes looking out.
Always asking questions to see what answers can
be found on a new a day and with fresh clay.

First Bowl, 1962

Then: The First Pot
Troy’s first pot is small and unremarkable. Though
heavy, there is a simple elegance to the shape which
curves inward at the rim to contain the space
within – a hint at explorations to come. Like a
prophecy the mottled green glaze, pockmarked
with blisters and pinholes, foreshadows Troy’s
eventual fascination with the dramatic surfaces of
the wood kiln. Perhaps latent in this humble pot
lurks the roughly-sintered green ash coating the
shoulders of a swelling jug, the semi-molten granitic
chunks bursting through the smooth porcelain skin
of a cylindrical vase or the gravity defying curves of
a globular jar. Who knew the hands that shaped this
bowl had so much more to give?
psum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit,
sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et
dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam,

Stoneware Jug, 2006

Porcelain Cylindrical Vase, 2020

Now: Form and Fire
Nothing is more basic than a cylinder, one of the
first forms a beginning potter struggles to master.
And yet after sixty years Troy still brings fresh
life to this humble form. A deep understanding of
the properties of clay and its eventual trial by fire,
coupled with an astute feeling for proportions give
his cylindrical vases a powerful presence. Troy
restrains himself from stretching a belly into the
form and folds in the lip to give a flat top pierced
by a disc shaped void. The result is a sense of the
density of the dark core. This powerful form is
matched by the dynamic patterns made by flame
and ash flowing around its circumference.

Cylindrical Vases, 2020-2022

T

roy reveals yet another facet of
clay and fire with this dynamic
porcelain vase. A spinning mass of
clay has been deftly pulled upwards,
then stretched and shaped to contain
a bouyant space within. Certainly it
was a graceful form fresh off the wheel,
and yet the belly has been unabashedly
squashed without losing any elegance. A
generous lip undulates around the neck
like a thick collar on a warm coat. The
flattened form is perfectly paired with
the two-faced nature of side-firing in a
wood kiln. The thick crust of blue-gray
ash coats one side and wraps around
in rivulets and tiger stripes streaming
towards a glassy node. The warm
oranges, creams and pale greens of the
underbelly contrast strikingly with the
cool ash hues. These are serendipitous
gifts from the kiln that only years of
experience and skill can coax onto a
worthy pot. In a singular form Troy
gives us the depth and breadth of his
experience of a lifetime in clay and fire,
fueled the burning curiosity of an artist.

Porcelain Tall Vase, 2004

Containment
I have picked up, moved, shaped,
and lightened myself of many tons of clay,
and those tons lifted, moved, and shaped me,
delivering me to this living-space
I wake and move about in,
space perhaps equal to that I have
opened and enclosed
in plate, cup, bowl, jug, jar.
I am thankful no one ever
led me to the pit I'd help to make in earth,
or showed me all the clay at once.
I'm grateful no one ever said, "There
that heap's about a hundred fifty tons.
Go make yourself a life.
And oh, yes, here's a drum of ink.
See what you can do with that.
I wouldn't have known where to begin.
Jack Troy

Survivor #2 Anagama Trauma, circa 1987
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“Everywhere You Look is the Front”
Paddled Porcelain Jar, 2010

